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Warning!
For all the offers in this document, contact me first to determine what exactly is possible at the time you
contact me, as I cannot be sure that I will be able to deliver all the offers at any time. However, feel free to
contact me, because I will always try to find a solution to our mutual satisfaction.
What you need to do to be successful in affiliate marketing:
1. Choose a topic (niche) for your business
2. Create a small website with an email automation machine - a machine that will work for you
3. Send as many interested visitors as possible to your machine, which will do the rest of the work
1. Choose a topic (niche) for your business
This is a relatively easy process and each of you should find something that interests him or knows a lot about
it or it is some preoccupation and interest of his. Don't overcomplicate this and think about it for months. To
help you, I have prepared a table with 35 always profitable topics, and if you find yourself in any of that, go
ahead. And if you don't find yourself, you will get a picture of what can be promoted. This table also contains
links to sign up for affiliate programs, so you can sign up from there to get your affiliate links through which
you will earn.
== > Download here table with 35 profitable niches to promote.

2. Create a small website with an email automation machine - a machine that will work for you
This is a technical job, which scares a lot, and in fact does not have to be so complicated. This will be followed
by my first offer on this document to do everything for you and set it up completely free of charge, if you
accept my recommendations for the tools you will buy through my affiliate links and in that way I will charge
for my work. Of course, you will get the lowest possible prices, as well as the tools and services that I
recommend, which I also use for my business. You will also receive my personal support with advice if you
need anything during the business. Depending on the number of requests, I can promise that everything can
be completed in 7 to 10 days from the moment you pay for all the agreed tools, services and provide me with
all the necessary information for your machine.
So, the machine I use and suggest to you is a website with 3 basic pages (landing pages, thank you and
download pages) with a few more legal pages (dislcaimer, trems, about me, contact me).
== > Visit here live demo websites that already works for me
On the main landing page, you need to prepare something from your topic, which you will offer to visitors, so
that they get it when they enter the email in your form on that page. When a visitor enters an email you
redirect him to the thank you page, where you thank him for signing up, and offer him a few affiliate links to
visit before looking at his email inbox, where your autoresponder automatically sent a greeting message,
where you send him a download page link to download it, what you promised on the landing page.
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Now that your subscriber is on your list and the autoresponder will send him in the dynamics, which you
specify, promotional emails with useful information for your topic, as well as occasional affiliate links to your
products that you promote and thus earn commissions.
This is how your machine will work, and in order to have it, you need:
1. Hosting and domain for your website (if you opt for WPEngine hosting contact me for a lower price. If you
buy this through my affiliate link I will set everything up for you.
== > Look here for website hosting and domain name
2. Page builder to build attractive websites (the cheapest is to pay 228 USD for a year or 90 USD every 4
months = 270 USD for a year). If you buy this through my affiliate link I will set everything up for you.
== > Visit here page bulder, that I will recommend for business
3. Autoresponder machine that will automatically send emails to your list (the cheapest is to pay 150 USD for
a year or 15 USD per month). If you buy this through my affiliate link I will set everything up for you.
== > Visit here autoresponder, that I will recommend for business
In order to complete your machine, you need to prepare something that you will offer to the visitors in order
to get their email address. It can be a pdf file (this file you downloaded from me is just that) or anything else
that should motivate and interest your visitor to leave an email address.
You also need a series of emails with your messages, affiliate links ... Of course you also need affiliate links,
which you get when you sign up for one of the affiliate programs to promote them.
When you have all this and you are ready to deliver it to me, I will set everything up for work completely free
of charge and all you have to do is send as many interested visitors as possible to the landing page. Everything
else will happen by itself. Some will sign up for your email list, some will not. Of those who sign up some will
not buy, but some will and you will make money.
For those who want to invest a little more, but have practically everything ready for the job on the tray, I
suggest you register for the free Affilorama AffiloJetPack webinar and carefully follow what will be offered to
you there. I have a paid AffiloJetPack and I can say that it is a great help, because you have 18 elaborated
topics with all the necessary content, affiliate programs, books that you can offer as bait for emails. For each
topic you have over 80 professionally written emails, which can work for you and sell your affiliate products.
All you have to do is send visitors to the landing pages. Everything else is prepared with a little work, and here
I offer a special bonus for which you need to send me a special email to agree on what is best for you. The
price of this service is 747 USD one time (I will provide you with a link to this discounted price) and there are
no more costs in the following months and years.
== > Register here for free Affilorama Jetpack webinar
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3. Send as many interested visitors as possible to your machine, which will do the rest of the work
You might even guess: the first two steps can be done, a little money is spent, a little work is done on the
settings (website, email address bait, series of emails, autoresponder and everything is in place).
The main job for you is to bring interested visitors to your landing page. You need to do this constantly, as
much as possible, from as many sides as possible, persistently, and this is what can lead to the collection of
email addresses to which your machine will send messages and you will make money.
This is a very broad topic and I personally use both paid and free methods of bringing visitors to my landing
pages. You've probably watched some of my videos, which I made, posted on YouTube, invited you to click for
more information and bam, you came to my landing page, downloaded this file, left your email address and I
might earn something from you. That's how it goes and I mostly recommend video, as a method of bringing
visitors. Consider, if you learn how to make marketing videos, you can post countless of them on YouTube and
invite visitors to your landing page. Of course, this depends on the topic you choose, but most often video and
YouTube can be applied.
If you are good with social networks, you can also use it for free visitors. Join a group, post, gain trust, and
when you gain it occasionally (do not spam), suggest one of your landing pages and here are the free visitors.
Of course, you can also pay in various ways to advertise your landing page, but here you have to be careful,
because if you are not sure what you are doing, you will only spend on advertising without effect. Of course, I
use paid methods (PPC Bing ads) and if you are interested, contact me to give you a little guidance, as that will
not be the topic here.
The topic will be making videos for your campaigns and that’s what I highly recommend.
The first thing you need to do is visit these links and try out the video making tools and see which one suits
you best and which one you would like to use. These tools are also paid, but you have to be willing to spend
money, because without investing and with free variants, you will be very deprived of much of what the paid
versions offer. After all, almost all of these tools below give you the opportunity to work for free, but after a
short time you will understand why it is wise to pay for these tools. After all, if you pay for a tool you can
make a lot of videos and post them on YouTube and increase the chance that you have more views, and
therefore more clicks, visits to the landing page, more emails and more sales and commissions and these
videos can be on YouTube and make new money over and over again.
Visit these tools and try the ones you like. Everyone is easy to use and anyone can learn them.
== > Easy video creating tool InVideo
== > Easy video creating tool Filmora
== > Easy video creating tool Doodly
== > Easy video creating tool Wave Video
== > Easy video creating tool Promo
== > Easy video creating tool Render Forest
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Additional help with building a video are some auxiliary tools (some are paid and some are free). These are
not mandatory tools but they can be very useful and some are very cheap and paid once, so I advise you to
visit the links and assess for yourself what you need and what you don't:
== > Tool for generating AI voice over (ideal if you don’t want to record your voice)
== > ThumbNail Blaster (creating attractive thumbnails for your YouTube videos to attract more views)
== > Video Marketing Blaster (a tool for choosing topic for a video and for better video ranking on YouTube)
== > Videly (like the Video Marketing Blaster, but it looks a little nicer and has some better features)
== > VidIQ (tracking competition on YouTube and better video rankings)
== > Blender course (ideal if you want to learn how to create videos with the free powerful Blender tool)

You may be also interested in:
== > FREE affiliate marketing training (sign up here for a free affiliate marketing course)
== > VideoProduction4U (my website about video marketing)
== > DigitalMarketing4U (my website about digital marketing)

Cost estimate (current prices) if you pay for the whole year or monthly for tools and services for your online
business (for video you don't have to pay for both InVideo and Doodly, only one tool of your choice is
enough):

Yearly
1 year payment

Monthly
Price Monthly fee

For a year

1
2
3

Hosting + domain name
Page Builder Thrive Themes
Autoresponder Get Response
Basic

55
228
150
433

6
90
15

12
3
12

72
270
180
522

4

AffiloJetPack (discount page)

747

747

1

747

5
6
7
8
9
10

Video tool InVideo
Video tool Doodly
Speechelo
Thumbnail Blaster
Video Marketing Blaster
Videly
Options

150
240
47
37
27

15
12
1
1
1

12
39
47
37
27

180
468
47
37
27

1248
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Yearly
1
2

Basic
Options
TOTAL:

Monthly

433
1248
1681

522
1506
2028

For any additional information feel free to contact me by Email:

ivica@digitib.com
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